Thank you for your interest in studying at Oscars International. We are focused on providing a memorable, cultural and educational experience in Ireland. Whether you are attending our English programmes to develop your career or your education, Oscars International can help provide you with the expertise and connections to enhance your life.

At Oscars, we know that our facilities, quality, customer service and programmes must exceed your expectations. By taking a unique approach to education and combining that with a blend of technology, quality and innovation our aim is to make our learners' experience one that they would like to repeat and take further throughout their life. With locations in Dublin, Ireland we offer you the opportunity to enjoy a superior English learning experience throughout the whole year.

Thank you to all of our students and to those who will come in the future. We look forward to welcoming you!

William Dowling
Managing Director Oscars International
I studied at Oscars International for 6 months during which I managed to pass the IELTS exam and transferred to Business English class, which was really good! Back in Turkey, I studied business so I will use all I’ve learnt here in my professional life when I get back home.”

Ladin, 23 years old, Turkey

Quick Facts & Figures

Students of 34 nationalities joined in 2019

Programmes

General English
Combination Courses with event management & marketing
Internship Programmes
Mini Stay Packages
Study and Work
Dance and Music

Rich social activities calendar

Choice of off-season locations and mini-stay programmes for groups

High use of technology inside and outside the classroom

CITY CENTRE LOCATION

NOW PART OF THE CITY EDUCATION GROUP

CITY EDUCATION Group

NOW PART OF THE CITY EDUCATION GROUP
Our Team

Our enrolment team will make sure that when you arrive all your booking details are accurate and are there to assist your study trip and support you throughout your experience abroad. Our teachers will get you talking and interacting, and our student services team will be there to make your stay pleasant, safe and rewarding. We have great ideas on how you can spend your time enjoying the atmosphere of our vibrant locations. Whether you are based in a bustling city or the scenic countryside, we are there to help you make the most of it.

Widest Variety

At Oscars International - it is all about you. We offer a wide range of tailored English programmes and services to suit your needs the best we can. We will also encourage you to be interactive in your use of the world outside the classroom; as it provides a rich learning resource. Our popular free seminars are an excellent opportunity to practise your English while learning all about some fascinating topics (from online life to cv development and even barista training).

Social Programme

Our social programmes offer you the best chance you will get to practice your English outside of class, whilst making friends and enjoying your time abroad. A flexible, weekly social programme is designed for individual students with options for free and discounted activities. A tailored social programme for groups allows students to focus on what they are interested in the most; packing their stay with engaging classes and day-to-day afternoon, evening or full-day activities.

Innovative Teaching

Our experienced and qualified teachers provide a dynamic, innovative programme enhanced by the latest digital learning technology. All permanent classrooms are fully equipped with Interactive Whiteboards*, giving instant access to up-to-the-minute multimedia materials to enrich your lessons. (*Dublin)

Personalised Experience

Our aim is to help you progress rapidly through individualised attention from our academic and support team. We will ensure you have all the support you need inside and outside the classroom to help you achieve your goals and make your experience of studying abroad one to remember.

Other services

Along with a study and social programme we offer you a range of other services to help you create the ultimate experience of studying abroad. Accommodation, airport transfers, medical insurance, and exam booking services can be arranged both for individual students and groups.
You can

Beginner
A1

Elementary
A2

Intermediate
B1

Pre-Intermediate
B1+

Upper Intermediate
B2

Advanced
C1

Proficiency
C2

Expected number of weeks necessary to change levels studying intensive English

6-8 weeks

10-12 weeks

12-16 weeks

12-16 weeks

16-20 weeks

You can understand almost everything you hear or read. You can interact very fluently and precisely, even on very complex topics.

You can express yourself fluently and spontaneously. You can use language flexibly and effectively for social, academic, and professional purposes.

You can understand the main ideas of complex written and spoken texts. You can interact with reasonable fluency and accuracy on a fairly wide variety of topics.

You can understand and respond to the main points in a variety of everyday situations and also more abstract topics, but you have a limited range of style and expression.

You can converse in a fairly limited way on your background, the immediate environment and on matters of direct need. You can express basic opinions and wishes.

You can interact in a simple way on concrete everyday subjects, such as family information, shopping etc. You can communicate in routine tasks on familiar subjects.

You can understand very basic, everyday phrases and may respond with short, simple answers. You can exchange basic personal information, if the other person speaks slowly and clearly.

Your English Level

You can understand almost everything you hear or read. You can interact very fluently and precisely, even on very complex topics.

You can express yourself fluently and spontaneously. You can use language flexibly and effectively for social, academic, and professional purposes.

You can understand the main ideas of complex written and spoken texts. You can interact with reasonable fluency and accuracy on a fairly wide variety of topics.

You can understand and respond to the main points in a variety of everyday situations and also more abstract topics, but you have a limited range of style and expression.

You can converse in a fairly limited way on your background, the immediate environment and on matters of direct need. You can express basic opinions and wishes.

You can interact in a simple way on concrete everyday subjects, such as family information, shopping etc. You can communicate in routine tasks on familiar subjects.

You can understand very basic, everyday phrases and may respond with short, simple answers. You can exchange basic personal information, if the other person speaks slowly and clearly.
At Oscars International every student has a unique path to maximise their learning stay. Each student has individual needs and goals and at Oscars, we work with you to make sure you get the most out of your course. This starts with pre-course learning advice and expert placement in a class matched to your correct proficiency level. You will also receive an online diary, where you can set goals and record your progress with your teacher’s help during individual progress tutorials. There are weekly and monthly progress tests (in class and online) to consolidate learning and you have online access to your progress reports.

PRE-ARRIVAL
Upon booking a course, students receive access to the online test via the Oscars Online Academy. In addition, we are available to support any requests or special interests you may have before you arrive.

INDUCTION
After arrival at the school, students take part in the Induction Programme. This includes an academic consultation and oral language assessment, where the student’s language level is diagnosed. In addition, students' expectations are addressed to help match their learning outcomes.

OSCARS ACADEMY
Students are given access to the Oscars Online Academy platform via the website or App. This allows them to access and keep up-to-date with:
- Academic content
- Extra digital resources
- Class notes
- Social programme
- Attendance
- Administrative and document requests

LESSONS
The lessons at Oscars International are developed and delivered by a qualified academic team of English language experts. Oscars International uses blended learning techniques inside and outside the classroom. All of our classrooms have interactive whiteboard technology and there is WIFI throughout the school.
SOCIAL

We offer a rich and varied choice of tours, excursions and social activities so that students can enhance their learning experience outside the classroom and immerse themselves in the local culture.

SUPPORT

Each student gets mentoring and support. This happens both inside and outside the classroom. Within the classroom both our teachers and academic staff are on hand to assist you with all your needs. This includes our online academy. Outside of the classroom our student experience team are ready to speak to you about your life in Ireland. Whether you're looking for fun activities or employment opportunities. Our team is on hand to help you.

CERTIFICATE

At the end of the programme, we celebrate every student's achievement with a Certificate of Completion. Each certificate outlines the student's English language level based on the CEFR (Common European Framework of Referencing) and the number of lessons taken during their stay. We want each and every individual student to enjoy their Oscars International experience and to become an ambassador for the school, sharing their experience with family and friends.

FREE SEMINARS

Students get access to free seminars - an excellent opportunity to practice English while learning all about some fascinating topics. Each week there is an opportunity to learn more about real life opportunities. Whether you wish to explore the technology world, the pharmaceutical industry or the interactive environment of tourism, we have seminars to suit all needs.

“Like everything about the school. The staff members are very friendly, they are always ready to help. It doesn’t matter what problems you have. The teachers are amazing and I improved my English a lot- I am in Upper-Intermediate group. We have many international students in class so you can meet a lot of different cultures here!”

Daniel, 27 years old, Ecuador
Dublin, Ireland

Old style culture

Dublin is the proud and vibrant capital of Ireland and with its cosmopolitan and modern feel, it has repeatedly been voted Europe’s friendliest city by Trip Advisor.

Dublin boasts strong links with literature, music, dance and storytelling. As you walk through the streets of Temple Bar, you can absorb the musical tradition which spills onto the streets from the many bars and restaurants; truly a city of enormous beauty!

Dublin is filled with breath-taking natural scenery that will leave you with lifelong memories. It is perfectly located on the south-east coastline of Ireland and is a convenient gateway to the rest of Europe. Dublin is home to the top global pharmaceutical and technological companies.

The school

Our Dublin school is located in the heart of this bustling city centre on Dame street, just across the road from Trinity College and the famous Temple Bar area. Our modern state-of-the-art school provides students with the academic, social and accommodation support they need for a memorable trip to Ireland’s capital city and a unique learning experience.
Fact Box:

Location: Dame Street, city centre, across from Temple Bar

Accreditations: ACELS

Membership: MEI member

Minimum age: 16

Classrooms: 23

Class size: 15 max, average 12

Courses: General English, Business English, Exam English, Professional Courses, Combination Programmes, Individual and Group tuition

Facilities: Interactive Whiteboards in every classroom, Student Lounge and Snack Area, Free WIFI throughout, Study Centre, Oscars Online Academy

Extra Services: Student Support, Accommodation, Airport Transfers, Medical Insurance, Social Programme, Lunch Packages
Minimum Age: 16
Course Length: Minimum 1 week
Start day: Any Monday
Levels Offered: Elementary to Proficiency
Teaching methods: Course book, Interactive Whiteboard digital material, additional printed teaching materials, projects, individual and group work
Extras: Accommodation, airport transfers, course book and excursions programme

**Personalise your own learning experience**

*Design your programme!*

If you need to focus on a particular aspect of your English, add one of the Skills Modules, Elective Lessons or One-to-One tuition

---

**GENERAL ENGLISH PROGRAMMES:**

**INTENSIVE ENGLISH**
33 lessons/week

- General English: 20 lessons per week
- Skill Module 1: 5 lessons per week
- Skill Module 2: 5 lessons per week

**STANDARD ENGLISH**
25 lessons/week

- General English: 20 lessons per week
- Skill Module 2: 5 lessons per week

**ESSENTIAL ENGLISH PLUS**
25 lessons/week

- General English: 20 lessons per week
- One to One Tuition: 5 lessons per week

**ESSENTIAL ENGLISH**
20 lessons/week

- General English: 20 lessons per week

**SKILL MODULE 1**

1) Exam Preparation
2) Irish Life & Culture Projects

**SKILL MODULE 2**

1) Business English

---

Our General English programme develops all aspects of the English language including: speaking, pronunciation, listening, reading, writing, vocabulary, grammar and functional usage.
The Cambridge Business English Certificate (BEC) is a globally recognised examination which tests Business English knowledge and communication ability. The BEC preparation course includes intensive language preparation, exam practice, mock tests and personalised feedback.

Our Executive One-to-One tuition is a highly-intensive course, providing tailor-made lessons in any aspect of business or workplace English to match a student’s needs perfectly.

**BUSINESS ENGLISH PROGRAMMES:**

**BUSINESS ENGLISH**
20 lessons/week

**EXECUTIVE ONE-TO-ONE**
20-40 lessons/week

**Minimum Age:**
18

**Course Length:**
Minimum 1 week

**Start day:**
Any Monday

**Levels Offered:**
Intermediate to Proficiency
(Elementary for Executive One-to-One)

**Teaching methods:**
Course book, Interactive Whiteboard digital material, additional printed teaching materials, projects, individual and group work

**Extras:**
Accommodation, airport transfers, course book and excursions programme.
EXAM PREPARATION PROGRAMMES:

**ESSENTIAL IELTS**
- 20 lessons/week
- **Essential IELTS:** 20 lessons per week

**BEC BUSINESS ENGLISH CERTIFICATE**
- 20 lessons/week
- **Business English:** 20 lessons per week AM

Exam courses vary. Please check our website for start dates.

Minimum Age: 18
Course Length: Minimum 1 week
Start day: Please see our website for start dates
Levels Offered: Intermediate to Proficiency
Teaching methods: Course book, Interactive Whiteboard digital material, additional printed teaching materials, projects, individual and group work.
Extras: Accommodation, exam fee, airport transfers, coursebook and excursions programme.

**Study & Travel for NON-EU students**

Study & Travel is a unique programme delivered in Ireland. It combines the opportunity for NON EU students to study in Ireland and allows them to work and visit Ireland and Europe.

Minimum Age: 18
Course Length: Minimum 25 weeks
Start day: Any Monday (Dublin)
Levels Offered: Elementary to Proficiency apart from BEC & Academic routes.
Teaching methods: Course book, Interactive Whiteboard digital material, printed teaching materials, projects, individual & group work.
Extras: Accommodation, airport transfers, medical insurance, course book and excursions programme.
Available in: Dublin

**8-Month Programme Study & Travel Visa Stamp 2**

- 6 months of English Classes
- 2 months of holidays
- Opportunity to visit Ireland and Europe
- Opportunity to work 20h or 40h per week

**The routes available:**
1) General Route (20 lessons AM or PM/week): 25 weeks of General English plus TIE exam
2) Academic Route (20 lessons AM/week): 13 weeks of General English + 12 weeks of IELTS preparation plus IELTS Exam
3) Academic Route Intensive (25 or 30 lessons AM/week) 25 weeks of General English + 5 or 10 lessons/week of IELTS preparation plus IELTS exam
4) Business Route (20 lessons AM/week): 13 weeks of General English + 12 weeks of Business English plus BEC Exam

**NOTES:** IRP fee and exam fees not included in tuition fee. *Minimum Intermediate Level for Academic and Business Routes.
English & Internship Placement for EU students

This course combines the opportunity for the student to take an unpaid internship in Ireland and study during their time here. They will be able to improve their fluency and accuracy, interact daily in a professional English-speaking environment and gain experience within their area of study.

Packages available:
Packages available: 4 weeks Am lessons + 4 to 8 weeks of internship OR 6 weeks AM lessons + 12 weeks of internship.

Minimum Age: 18
Tuition: 25 lessons per week
Start day: Any Monday (Dublin)
Minimum Level: B2 *
Placements: IT, Business Administration, Health/Beauty/ Hairdressing, Fashion Photography, Graphic Design, Tourism
Extras: Accommodation, airport transfers, course book and excursions programme.
Available in: Dublin

* Language level pre-testing is organised in advance of course acceptance.

English & Work Experience for EU students

As well as having hands-on work experience, students attend classes that cover the four skills of English and improve their knowledge of the grammatical and lexical rules underpinning the language.

Minimum Age: 18
Course Length: 4, 8 or 12 weeks with 20 lessons per week*
Start day: Any Monday (Dublin)
Levels Offered: Pre-intermediate to Proficiency**
Min wage work placements available: (€9.80 per hour - as of 2019)
Extras: Accommodation, airport transfers, course book and excursions programme
Available in: Dublin

* Course length depends on the level of English
** Language level pre-testing is organised in advance of course acceptance.

Please visit our website www.oscarsinternational.com for more details and T&Cs.
With Oscars International, there is much more to discover than just English classes. If you fancy learning a new skill or developing one in which you have an interest- add extra classes focused on sport, dance or music to your learning experience and make your journey through English truly exceptional.

English & Music
Options: violin, guitar, saxophone & more
Min. English level: Pre-intermediate (B1)

English & Dance
Options: ballet, jazz, hip hop & more
Min. English level: Pre-intermediate (B1)

English & Individual Sports
Options: horse riding, sailing, golf, tennis, kite-surfing & more
Min. English level: Pre-intermediate (B1)

Minimum Age: 16
Course Length: Minimum 1 week
Start day: Any Monday
Teaching methods: Course book, Interactive Whiteboard digital materia, printed teaching materials, projects, individual and group work for English classes. Individual one-to-one or group classes with qualified music, dance, sport professionals in Dublin.

Extras: Accommodation, airport transfers, course book, excursions programme and equipment rental
Available in: Dublin

Diploma in Mindfulness
with our sister college, City Colleges

The Diploma in Mindfulness and Wellbeing Studies combined with English language is offered as both a theoretical and practical introduction to Mindfulness and Wellbeing practice and to the rapidly growing field of Wellbeing and Mindfulness-based approaches used in healthcare, science and in wider society.

When Mindful awareness is brought to a stressful experience, it allows the possibility of setting aside habitual reactive tendencies, and instead responding to the challenging experience with more clarity and ease. The practice of Mindfulness can also bring an increased awareness of the joyful moments of our lives, moments that we often miss when we are lost in thoughts about the past or the future.

Studies have shown that committed participation in a Mindfulness programme can result in lasting positive effects on health and wellbeing. The Wellbeing practices shared on the programme are also supported by research.

COMBINATION PROGRAMME:
With each combination course you get 20 General English lessons, 5 Skills Module lessons and four private lessons in your subject of choice.

Extra:
- Accommodation, airport transfers, course book, excursions programme and equipment rental

Available in:
- Dublin

Study & travel Combined with Mindfulness
Course Length: 8 month Programme
Tuition: 20 English lessons per week over 25 weeks
Wellbeing 1 evening per week for 10 weeks
Start day: Please see website and pricelist for fixed start dates
The Diploma in Nutrition combined with English language provides up to date scientific research, a well-rounded view and base of knowledge to allow the student to identify what they require for their own personal health, that of their families and perhaps friends and to enhance their professional development. The study of nutrition is vast and extensive but we will none the less delve in deep into this exciting world over the course of 10 weeks. Students will have the opportunity to become a member of the European Society for Clinical Nutrition and Metabolism upon completion of the course.

This course introduces students to the fundamentals of nutrition; specifically functional nutrition, macro and micro nutrient composition, symptomatology, paediatric and geriatric nutrition, sugar consumption and dietary habits, psychology of food, preventive nutrition for illness and disease, dietary habits and covers aspects of sports nutrition. This course is particularly beneficial for those in the education or learning sector (pre-school teachers, special needs teachers, childcare assistants), social sector (social workers, youth workers, homeless housing), care sector (nurses, geriatric care, paediatric care, psychiatric care, physically disabled, learning disabled), paramedical sector (physiotherapists, chiropractors) and equally.

The Diploma in Sports Psychology combined with English language is relevant to those interested and involved in the sport and leisure industry eg. coaches, athletes, strength & conditioning professionals, physiotherapists, P.E. Teachers, personal trainers etc. The course may also be of interest to business leaders and managers in terms of understanding what drives performance, staff motivation, leadership and team cohesion. The course will examine a broad range of topical issues with the sport and exercise psychology profession through the application of theory and research. The aims of the course are as follows:

1. To provide students with a sound understanding of key theoretical issues within the field of sport and exercise psychology.
2. To enable students to develop an in-depth understanding of the application of theory and research to sport and exercise settings.
3. To provide an opportunity for students to gain insight and practical skills that will enhance their work with individuals and groups in a sport and exercise context.
4. To facilitate students in acquiring of critical and self-reflective awareness of the individual differences and ethical concerns and implications of applying psychology in sport and exercise settings.

Study & travel Combined with Nutrition

Course Length: 8 month Programme
Tuition: 20 English lessons per week over 25 weeks. Nutrition 1 evening per week for 10 weeks.
Start day: Please see website and pricelist for fixed start dates

Study & travel Combined with Sports Psychology

Course Length: 8 month Programme
Tuition: 20 English lessons per week over 25 weeks. Sports Psychology 1 evening per week for 10 weeks.
Start day: Please see website and pricelist for fixed start dates
Professional Combination Programmes

Oscars International

Diploma in Criminology & Criminal Psychology
with our sister college, City Colleges

The combined Diploma in Criminology & Criminal Psychology with English language is to equip learners with a basic understanding of various fields of Criminology (the scientific study of crime) and Forensic Psychology from a historical, contemporary and progressive perspective. In addition, fundamental psychological concepts will be considered, including personality disorders, mental disorder and crime, alongside social & environmental theories of crime and familial correlates of crime – to name but four. At the end of the course, learners will have a detailed understanding of the psychology and nature of criminal conduct.

Study & travel Combined with Criminology & Criminal Psychology

Course Length: 8 month Programme
Tuition: 20 English lessons per week over 25 weeks. Criminology & Criminal Psychology 1 evening per week for 10 weeks

Start day: Please see website and pricelist for fixed start dates

Diploma in Crime Scene Investigation
with our sister college, City Colleges

The purpose of the Diploma in Crime Scene Investigation combined with English language is to equip learners from a variety of professional or interested backgrounds with a basic understanding of this growing area from a range of perspectives. In addition, practical crime scene information will be considered, including crime scene management, offender profiling and fingerprinting, to name but three. These will be related to the various theories of crime and offending. At the end of the course, learners will have a detailed understanding of the nature of crime scene investigation and its various components.

Study & travel Combined with Criminology & Criminal Psychology

Course Length: 8 month Programme
Tuition: 20 English lessons per week over 25 weeks. CSI 1 evening per week for 10 weeks

Start day: Please see website and pricelist for fixed start dates
### Diploma in Event Management
with our sister college, City Colleges

Our Diploma combined with English language aims to teach students the vital role that the events play in the world of business, the arts, the non-for-profit sector, and sports.

The objectives of this Diploma is to provide students with the necessary skills to work efficiently and successfully in the event management industry. On successful completion of the course, graduates will have a clear understanding of the elements that go into planning, designing, executing and managing an event from start to finish.

Through a combination of key topics, case studies and guest lectures, students will gain first-hand expertise and insight into organising successful and profitable events.

### Study & travel Combined with Event Management

| Course Length: | 8 month Programme |
| Tuition: | 20 English lessons per week over 25 weeks plus 1 evening over 12 weeks & 2 Saturdays |

### Project Management Diploma
with our sister college, the college of Progressive education

On this level 6 programme combined with English language you will learn key skills to help deliver projects on budget and on time. The key skills that you will gain will help guide your career throughout your life.

Students will learn about:
* The benefits of effective project management
* Roles and responsibilities within a project
* Purpose and the business case
* Production of an efficient project management plan
* Stakeholder management, analysis and more

### Study & travel Combined with Project Management

| Course Length: | 8 month Programme |
| Tuition: | 20 English lessons per week over 25 weeks. Project management 1 evening per week over 10 weeks |

### Diploma in Digital Marketing for Business
with our sister college, City Colleges

This pragmatic course combined with English language is designed not only for those involved in marketing and IT, but also for all those involved in communicating, in sales, customer service, the arts, research and development, HR and every aspect of a business, government or personal development. Digital business is an ever-changing environment able to produce an immediate impact on any business who embraces it. With its ceaseless developments, however, comes a great deal of confusion, and it is easy to lose sight of its objectives and relevance.

Students will learn how to:
1. Set up accounts in all key services
2. Create a customised digital marketing plan for your business
3. Use advanced online tools for personal and business objectives
4. Learn advanced tactics to ensure success on each platform
5. Integrate online marketing & social media with existing activities

### Study & travel Combined with Digital Marketing for Business

| Course Length: | 8 month Programme |
| Tuition: | 20 English lessons per week over 25 weeks. Digital Marketing for Business 1 half day per week for 6 weeks |

### Study & travel Combined with Product Management

| Course Length: | 8 month Programme |
| Tuition: | 20 English lessons per week over 25 weeks plus 1 evening over 12 weeks & 2 Saturdays |
| Start day: | Please see website and pricelist for fixed start dates |
This programme combined with English language is key to working in the area of Special Needs in schools. With the introduction of the SNA in schools, children are now able to fully meet their potential thanks to the additional support the SNA provides to children within their care. The faculty has been delivering training in this sector for twenty years.

As educators we believe that it is only through education, knowledge and understanding that the SNA can ensure the child with special needs has the most positive learning experiences through developing both their confidence and independence.

Our SNA courses have continually developed over this time ensuring that our SNA’s are equipped with the most comprehensive portfolio of skills in order to provide positive learning experiences for any child with a specific special need. Our tutors are highly qualified professionals who are extremely supportive to all our learners as they begin their new journey in the area of special needs assisting. We look forward to supporting you in your further education.

**Study & travel Combined with Special Needs Assistant**

**Course Length:** 8 month Programme

**Tuition:**
- 20 English lessons per week over 25 weeks.
- Special Needs Assistant 1 evening over 28 weeks (level 5 & 6 combined)

**Start day:**
Please see website and pricelist for fixed start dates
Early Childhood Care & Education
with our sister college, City Colleges

This degree is designed with Early Childhood professionals and the children that they engage with in mind. The programme aims to equip future ECEC professionals with the tools to navigate the ever changing landscape of early childhood education and care in Ireland, but also takes a global outlook to reflect the global multi-cultural society that Ireland is becoming.

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Early Childhood Education and Care

Course Length: 1 year programme
Start day: Please see website and pricelist for fixed start dates

Business & Finance
with our sister college, City Colleges

The City Education Group Business degree is designed with future business leaders in mind. Our dynamic and modern business degree will deliver all the skills necessary to master the core skills and competencies necessary for success in this commercial marketplace.

The programme will cover foundations in business, management, accounting, marketing and economics, along with a range of other specialist skills. Our lecturing team will help students to develop critical thinking skills and imaginative problem solving as a perfect introduction to navigating the multiple challenges faced in everyday business practice.

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Business and Finance

Course Length: 1 year programme
Start day: Please see website and pricelist for fixed start dates
Accommodation

Homestays

Our hand-picked, native-level English speaking families are experienced in hosting international students and meeting their needs. Students’ special requests and dietary or medical requirements will be considered when searching for a host family. Single, shared and executive en suite rooms are offered on a half-board or full-board basis. Most families are located in the leafy suburbs within 20-30 minutes of our city centre school.

Student Residences

A very comfortable option for groups. It allows all students to be accommodated in the same location and makes meeting and traveling together as a group easier. An added benefit for younger groups, accompanied by a leader, is that all members are accommodated together allowing constant supervision. Single and shared rooms with different board options and facilities are available depending on the location.

Student Apartments

Student apartments are a great option for any independent students who wish to avail of the self-catering option. All apartment / houses are fully-furnished and have good transport links to the city centre. Apartments offer single and twin rooms with shared bathroom and kitchen facilities, living room (tv + wi-fi) washing machine and drying facilities.
We'll prove to you that learning English can be fun!

The Social programme is an important part of the student experience with Oscars International. You will have so many opportunities to meet new people and make friends from all over the world, explore a great city, see Ireland and have fun whilst learning in a modern language school.

During the social programme you can practise your English out of class, whilst making friends and enjoying your time abroad. A flexible, weekly social programme is designed for individual students with options for free and discounted activities. A tailored social programme for groups allows students to focus on what they are interested in the most; packing their stay with engaging classes and day-to-day afternoon, evening or full-day activities.

Afternoon Activities
- Science Gallery
- Natural History Museum
- Croke Park Experience
- Guinness Storehouse
- National Botanic Gardens

Full Day Tours
- Belfast city & Titanic Museum
- Walking Tour to top of Howth Head
- Glendalough
- Galway & Cliffs of Moher

Evening Activities
- Irish Dancing Lessons
- Greyhound dog-racing
- Cinema Club
Oscars Juniors & Groups

A wide choice of junior programmes that can be tailor made for your group.

Students of 34 nationalities joined in 2019.

93% of students rated their experience good or excellent.

Go learn more at: oscarsinternational.com
The City Education Group represents four distinct colleges across the educational spectrum, from second level through third level professional and QQI courses to CPD and English language teaching.

Colleges within the City Education groups are Ashfield College, City Colleges, The College of Progressive Education and Oscars International.

All institutions have an established record of delivering high quality learning experiences to students, enabling the achievement of educational and career goals across a broad spectrum of subjects.

With City Colleges and the College of Progressive Education, Oscars will be able to provide diplomas and courses prepared by some of Ireland’s leading lecturers in the areas of Childcare, Business, Psychology, Criminology, Digital Marketing, and more.